When the Challenger exploded in 1986, one of the immediate results at JPL was the delay in the launch of the Galileo spacecraft to Jupiter. The ensuing accident investigation made it abundantly clear that there were residual risks from development activities that could affect flight operations. Consequently, JPL made the decision to extend the normal Mission Assurance function into flight operations to independently identify and assess residual development risks as well as perform an ongoing assessment of risk throughout the operational mission. Thus as Magellan (which was now scheduled to launch on the shuttle ahead of Galileo) and Galileo prepared for their interplanetary launches from the space shuttle, the concept of Mission Operations Assurance was born at JPL.
The discussion below describes the participation of the Stardust mission operations assurance manager in the preparation effort for the SRC return. In general the mission operations assurance effort was conducted in parallel to the detailed preparation by the flight team, providing the independent perspective to project and institutional management. The results achieved provide the basis for the continued growth of the MOA discipline at JPL and throughout the Space Operations Community.
I. Historical Background
When the Challenger exploded in 1986, one of the immediate results at JPL was the delay in the launch of the Galileo spacecraft to Jupiter. The ensuing accident investigation made it abundantly clear that there were residual risks from development activities that could affect flight operations. Consequently, JPL made the decision to extend the normal Mission Assurance function into flight operations to independently identify and assess residual development risks as well as perform an ongoing assessment of risk throughout the operational mission. Thus as Magellan (which was now scheduled to launch on the shuttle ahead of Galileo) and Galileo prepared for their interplanetary launches from the space shuttle, the concept of Mission Operations Assurance was born at JPL. 1. Revise JPL mission assurance policies and procedures to require an independent Mission Assurance representative during the operational phase of every flight project. This individual should become familiar with and be integrated into the project during the latter phases of development, and possess independent responsibility to verify compliance with design and operational requirements. 2. Require all flight projects to report and track post-launch anomalies on ISAs. Project management should rigidly enforce this requirement and maintain a disciplined disposition, tracking, and resolution process. JPL continued to mature and improve its MOA process with each succeeding mission to Mars, Saturn, the Sun, comets, and even returning samples to Earth. It was the return to Earth that really gave MOA the final impetus needed to formalize and codify the rigor required to provide an independent assessment to contribute to the mitigation of risk as the Stardust Science Return Capsule (SRC) came blazing back to Earth.
II. Preparing to Return
The independent review and assessment of the Stardust Project's risk posture was performed to facilitate the mitigation of flight operational risks to the sample return operations. This assessment would ultimately be reported at the Project's Critical Events Readiness Review (CERR), JPL's management readiness review (or Governing Program Management Council Review), and at the NASA HQ Safety and Mission Assurance Readiness Review (SMARR). A SMARR is typically done in preparation for launch. However, the Stardust Earth return was equally critical due to the safety implications of bringing a sample return capsule over the continental United States and landing in Utah. The SMARR was considered to be an essential requirement for Earth return and was conducted in accordance with the NASA HQ Safety and Mission Assurance organization directives.
As part of the project's preparation for Earth return, a series of risk reviews were performed leading up to the previously mentioned readiness reviews. Mission operations assurance independently captured residual risks from these reviews and integrated them into the overall risk assessment. The insight required to complete this task was obtained with active participation in the risk review process and was enabled by becoming an integral part of the flight team. This effort was coordinated with project system engineering as a sanity check and to ensure no identified residual risks had been overlooked. The goal of this process was to get project consensus of the overall risk posture.
The independent assessment effort also included review and assessment of the project's pre-launch residual risk items in the context of Earth return plans, including single point failures, spacecraft design risks, mission design risks, red flag Problem/Failure Reports (P/FRs), unverified failures, and major waivers. In retrieving the pre-launch information, there was considerable difficulty in accessing the information due to different computer hardware incompatibilities (PC versus Macintosh) and application software upgrades. In the case of Stardust, there was nearly a seven-year interval between launch and Earth return. One lesson going forward, especially for long duration missions is that Projects should ensure pre-launch development information is maintained in an organized and easily assessable format throughout the operations phase of the mission. The historical research also included review and assessment of the Project's post-launch Incident Surprise Anomaly's (ISAs) and operational waivers with implications to Earth return.
To characterize compliance with institutional standards, the Stardust's Earth return plans were compared with JPL's Flight Project Practices (FPPs) and Design Principles (DPs). In particular, institutional requirements established the need for an Incompressible Test List (ITL) to ensure all critical components and sequences were thoroughly tested in preparation for return. The ITL would include validation testing in the spacecraft test laboratory along with flight team and ground recovery team operational exercises. An ITL is normally only required in preparation for launch but with the critical nature of the Earth re-entry operations and safety implications, an ITL was developed requiring certain tests be completed prior to SRC return. Non-compliances were risk rated and incorporated into the overall Project risk assessment. There were two FPP non-compliances in the area of project organization with negligible residual risk for Earth return and 14 DP non-compliances ranging from no to low residual risks. There were no ITL noncompliances.
Mission operations assurance personnel, as members of the flight team, participated in the flight team rehearsals and Operational Readiness Tests (ORTs) in preparation for an operational role of providing the Stardust Project Manager with a real-time independent assessment during the Earth return operations that all flight team processes and procedures were being followed. The value of this role and participation in the testing and training was illustrated during the second ORT at the second SRC release enable decision meeting. The spacecraft propulsion team criteria for re-entry were being violated (although in further analysis the criteria was too stringent and posed no risk to SRC return). The Mission Operations Assurance Manager's recommendation was to not return the capsule and divert to the backup orbit given the preapproved criteria was being violated. This operational readiness test revealed a situation in which an incorrectly set criteria could cause an unnecessary wave off and place the SRC into a backup orbit returning four years later. The result of this vulnerability was the establishment of the Anomaly Panel and reexamination of the decision criteria construct.
In addition to active participation in the training exercises, mission operations assurance worked hand-inhand with the Training Engineer to verify that the objectives of the training program were being met, and that liens captured were successfully addressed in follow-on exercises. Likewise, during the development of critical sequences, mission operations assurance worked with the test program engineer to ensure compliance with documented test plans and procedures, including proper closure of all liens and anomalies.
III. Assessing the Risk
The mission operations assurance risk assessment process was characterized by the placement of risks in one of two categories: those specific to the SRC Earth return phase, and those generic to the entire mission. Several tools were found to be very helpful in the assessment of risk given the tremendous amount of information being generated during the Project's eight-month risk process. These tools, illustrated by the specifics of the Stardust Project, are described in the following sections.
A. The 5 x 5 Risk Matrix
The 5 x 5 risk matrix is a tool used extensively by mission operations assurance managers at JPL to report risk during flight operations. It typically contains the top risk elements out of a more comprehensive list of all project risks. Stardust was only the second application of the matrix to the sample return scenario and the standard ranking definitions were found to be in need of tailoring, much like what was required for the fault tree development. For example, the impact rating of mission failure (impact = 5) was redefined to be violation of entry safety criteria and/or loss/contamination of samples as a result of a hard landing. The significant reduction in mission return (impact = 4) rating was redefined as significant delay in returning samples due to diverting to the backup orbit. Figure 1 shows the Stardust 5 x 5 risk matrix used for Earth return. The x-and y-axes are the standard metrics with the tailored definition of "Impact", as mentioned. The numbers 1 through 17 represent the residual risks identified through the risk management process. Most of the risks had a low likelihood of occurrence but a severe impact, such as loss or significant contamination of science samples. This type of ratio is often observed for critical events due to the nature of the activity. 
B. Residual Risk List and Example Earth Return Residual Risk Description Summary
The residual risk list is a tabular description of the risks on the 5 x 5 risk matrix with a brief, one line description of the risk item. The list of risk items is continually reviewed and modified throughout the life of a flight project. The residual risk list shown in Figure 2 contains 9 of the 17 residual risks identified for Stardust. The likelihood was judged by the mission operations assurance manager to be very low in 16 of the 17 risk items. The risk rankings are somewhat subjective or qualitative, and the actual numbers are not as important as the discussion of each residual risk and its communication through the management chain. Figure 3 is an example of a detailed residual risk description that includes the objective rationale supporting the particular selection of impact and likelihood ranking, but more importantly serves as the information conduit. Residual risk descriptions were developed for all Stardust residual risk items. 
C. Risk Balance Trade Space
Independent risk assessments of mission trades were also performed in preparation for Earth return. Approximately 9 months prior to Earth return the Project reevaluated the baseline nighttime entry versus a daytime entry opportunity, as discussed in Chapter 2. The trade was conducted as a result of the Genesis hard landing and the opinion that a similar event would have been difficult to deal with in the absence of sunlight. As part of the Project's review, the trade study information was independently assessed from a safety and mission success perspective. Figure 8 -4 contains a summary of the trade study risk drivers as developed by mission operations assurance, which was found to best summarize the risk balance. A "major" risk driver was defined as having a significant impact on human safety or mission success. A "minor" risk driver was defined as not having a significant impact on human safety or mission success but rather an effect on the robustness of the operations. The results were coordinated with and concurred to by the Office of Safety and Mission Success and accepted as the Project position going into the review.
As an aside, cursory consideration of this trade might lead one to conclude that the daytime landing would be preferred over the nighttime entry. However, the Project's recommendation, based on proper balancing of risk, was to preserve SRC aerothermal design margin (more detail in Chapter 2), while accepting the possibility of longer recovery processing time in the event of an anomalous landing.
Figure 4. Risk Balance Trade -Nighttime versus Daytime Entry
Mission operations assurance participated in a similar, albeit condensed, trade study done in support of flight operations, one day prior to Earth return. Prompted by a telecom signal multi-path anomaly (more detail in Appendix E), which created large signal strength variations, the trade evaluated whether to stay at the planned high telemetry rate for the execution of the SRC release sequence or to reduce it to improve signal strength and the prospects of telemetry visibility.
D. Readiness Certification
The safety implications of the Earth return events drove the development of a readiness certification process similar to that conducted for launch operations. The product of this process was a Certification of Critical Event Readiness (CoCER) document, which stated that the Project had completed the products, tasks, and reviews required to implement the Earth return. In addition, the CoCER certified that the residual risks to safety and mission success had been identified, documented, communicated and deemed acceptable.
The signature page of the CoCER included the Stardust Project (project system engineer, system contractor, mission system manager, mission manager, systems safety, mission operations assurance manager, project manager, principle investigator), and the Director for Solar System Exploration (institutional management for the Stardust Project), Chief Engineer (institutional system technical warrant holder), Director of OSMS (institution management), and the JPL Associate Director for Flight Projects and Mission Success (institution management). Figure 5 shows the elements of the Stardust CoCER compliance matrix. Note that the Project team was responsible for acknowledging and certifying 
IV. Stardust Results Summary
The mission operations assurance personnel on Stardust were effective because they integrated themselves into the flight team, providing value added support in identifying, mitigating, and communicating the Project's risks, and providing independent, objective input during test and training and actual flight operations. In addition, the execution of exhaustive investigations into the Project's flight and development history and institutional requirements freed up lead system engineers and allowed them to focus on the development of Earth return plans and corresponding risk assessment of those plans.
V. Current Position and Direction
Following the recommendations of the Mars 98 reports, a list of 13 mission assurance type activities was assembled. Each was accompanied by a set of roles for systems engineering and for mission operations assurance. These activities and roles provided guidance for project mission operations assurance, but did not provide a structured plan for implementation of an effective program. Stardust's effort provided a practical template for the implementation of an effective and complete Mission Operations Assurance Program. The challenge was to take advantage of the guidelines along with the Stardust experience. By melding the two we hoped to develop a plan template and propagate it throughout JPL's mission operations to promote consistent implementation across projects.
The foundation of our plan was the requirements for Mission Operations Assurance contained in JPL's Flight Project Practices. These focused in three areas of projects having a Mission Operations Assurance Manager, developing a Mission Operations Assurance Plan (MOAP), and obtaining an independent assessment of the project's operational readiness. Building on this foundation and keeping in mind other relevant requirements, such as those relating to problem reporting and risk management, we identified a set of requirements for a mission operations assurance program. 1) MOA shall independently assess project risks throughout mission operations.
2) MOA shall independently assess the project's operational readiness to support nominal and contingency mission scenarios. 3) MOA shall implement the project's problem/failure reporting system (P/FRS) to comply with JPL's Anomaly Resolution Standard (current version). 4) MOA shall provide training on problem reporting for the flight team. With requirements as a basis, the Stardust experience, and a revised Anomaly Resolution Standard, we were ready to develop a template for use throughout JPL's flight projects for their implementation plan for mission operations assurance. 2 The template which resulted from this effort was completed in August of 2009 and was first used by the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) as the basis for the project MOAP. WISE is a single instrument in a sun synchronous earth orbit. Its basic function is to map the entire sky in four infrared bands. The relative simplicity and primarily in-house (JPL) nature of the operational mission allowed the MOAP template to be tailored for WISE quickly and easily. The major focus for tailoring was the process of documenting incidents, surprises, and anomalies occurring during operations. Because WISE was the first project to use JPL's new institutional Problem Reporting System (PRS) for Incident, Surprise, Anomaly (ISA) reports, it was important to be very clear in describing use of the new system over the legacy system to minimize confusion for the flight team during this rollout. The second project to make use of the template, Juno, faced a different set of tailoring issues.
The Juno project wanted to establish requirements for MOA support, particularly problem reporting, for all project participants, including contractors and academic institutions. This meant adding a section for project level requirements related to MOA and incorporating material from institutional documents that are normally not available to project participants outside of JPL. Another aspect to be addressed was the fact that Juno is transitioning from JPL's legacy ISA system to the ISA element of PRS. Consequently, additional information was needed to insure project members had adequate guidance in the use of both systems to make the transition as seamless as possible. Even with the increased need for project specific tailoring of the MOAP template for Juno as opposed to WISE, the Preliminary version was completed, reviewed, approved and signed by the project well over a month prior to the required delivery date of the Juno Systems Integration Review (SIR). Efforts are also on-going to disseminate the MOAP template to the space operations community at JPL and other locations to provide projects with a solid framework for an effective program to contribute to their mission success.
One area at JPL is through the Project Support Office which has a database of templates and samples of documents for projects to draw from. This capability to have reusable plans avoids re-inventing the wheel while still providing flexibility to adapt to project specific needs. A second area is the AIAA Space Operations and Support Technical Committee "Space Operations Best Practices" document. A version of the template has been cleared for unconditional release and provided to the committee as an input for a new section of the document. We hope in this way to extend the mission operations assurance concept throughout the space operations community and give each project a roadmap for enhancing their assurance of a successful mission.
